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1. INTRODUCTION

In their contribution “Euthanasia and the teaching of argumentation in Chile” Juana Teresa Marinkovich Ravena and Ana María Vicuna Navaro sketch the problems that are related to discussions about ethical issues like the Euthanasia discussion in high school. They start by describing the philosophical approach of these forms of discussions and the kind of topics that should be central in these discussions. Then they give a description of the way in which these discussions are conducted in high school and compare them with the ideal of a model of critical discussions of the pragma-dialectical theory. They conclude that the central problem with such ethical discussions is that the students are not capable to conduct such a discussion in accordance with the requirements of a critical discussion because they are not familiar with the subject matters that may rise in such discussions.

I agree with the authors that when the subject of discussion is a difficult ethical issue, students may require from the teacher that he or she provides the conceptual tools and the necessary distinctions to approach the subject in an adequate way. If they would dispose of a systematic instrument in which it is specified what kind of topics may be relevant in such discussions and to which forms of critique they will be expected to respond, it would be of help in preparing, conducting and evaluating such discussions.

In my comments I would like to concentrate on the question of how an instrument for such ethical discussions, conceived as a particular form of policy discussions on ethical matters, can be developed from a pragma-dialectical perspective and how students can learn to prepare such discussions. In my view, if the students have an instrument that shows them how to prepare such a discussion, even if they are not very familiar with the topic of the discussion, they would be helped if they would have a heuristic instrument with regard to the kind of information that must be provided. Such an instrument could also serve as a critical tool for a judge or jury because it offers an instrument for the evaluation of the contributions by the arguers.
2. A PRAGMA-DIALECTICAL INSTRUMENT FOR POLICY DISCUSSIONS ON ETHICAL ISSUES

From a pragma-dialectical perspective, in a policy discussion there is a mixed dispute with protagonist A who proposes a particular policy A regarding a particular subject matter and a protagonist B who proposes a different (opposite) policy B in this subject matter. From a pragma-dialectical perspective, for establishing what the burden of proof for both parties implies it must be established what kind of arguments the protagonist of a particular policy must put forward and to what kind of critical questions he must answer adequately.

The argumentation put forward in a policy discussion on ethical issues is always based on a combination of two forms of argumentation. First it is based on pragmatic argumentation by means of which the course of action is defended by showing that it has certain consequences that are desirable. Second it is based on ethical or deontological argumentation in which the course of action is defended by showing that it is consistent with certain moral norms. The basic form of pragmatic argumentation is as follows:

Standpoint: Policy X is desirable
Because: Policy X leads to the desirable result Y that the problems of the current situation/policy/regulation will not occur
and: Result Y is desirable

The basic form of ethical or deontological argumentation (as a specific implementation of symptomatic argumentation) is as follows:

Standpoint: Policy X is desirable
Because: Policy X is consistent with the relevant moral norms N
and: The moral norms N are accepted norms

By approaching discussions in which a particular ethical matter (such as legalization of euthanasia) is proposed as policy discussions, it can be made clear what the place and function is of the ethical as well as the pragmatic aspects of the discussion.

In a concrete discussion, an analysis must make clear what the argumentative function is of the pragmatic argumentation and the ethical argumentation. For example, the pragmatic argumentation may be the main argumentation and the ethical argumentation may function as subordinate argumentation in defence of the desirability of result Y (by showing that result Y is desirable from the perspective of norm N). The pragmatic argumentation and the ethical argumentation also may be part of a complex coordinative main argumentation in which they supplement each other.

By analysing the argumentation in a policy discussion on an ethical issue as consisting of these two forms of argumentation it becomes clear which issues are relevant in the discussion and how these issues are related to each other. It also makes clear that the pragmatic and ethical aspects of the discussion are interrelated but must be analysed as separate substantial parts of the discussion. It also makes it necessary to focus on the function and the place in the complex argumentation: whether a particular element of the argumentation is part of the main argumentation or of a lower level of sub-argumentation.
3. THE BURDEN OF PROOF IN POLICY DISCUSSIONS ON ETHICAL ISSUES

From the perspective of the evaluation of the discussion, the analysis in terms of the two constitutive elements, pragmatic and ethical argumentation, also shows what the burden of proof is of a party who proposes a particular policy. The advantage of this perspective is that it clarifies not only the initial burden of proof but also the relevant critical questions that can be posed and must then be answered successfully in the subsequent turns in the discussion. In this way the argumentation schemes of pragmatic and ethical argumentation offer a heuristic and critical tool for the procedural and material aspects of the discussion. For the procedural aspects they make clear when the burden of proof shifts to the other side, for the material aspects it clarifies the content of the burden of proof of a protagonist of a particular standpoint.

Regarding the initial burden of proof the analysis in terms of pragmatic argumentation and ethical argumentation makes clear what arguments must be put forward by a protagonist in order to meet his initial burden of proof so that he has created a *prima facie* case. After this it is up to the other party to raise the relevant critical questions with respect to the arguments that have been put forward. These critical questions are related to the different elements of the argumentation and can be formulated as follows, where in 1 the questions that are relevant from the perspective of the pragmatic argumentation are specified and in 2 the questions that are relevant from the perspective of the ethical argumentation:

1. *Is the conditional prediction correct?*
   
   a. Does the new policy X indeed lead to result Y
   
   b. Is the result Y really desirable?
   
   c. Are there other factors that must be present in combination with X to attain result Y?
   
   d. Can result Y also be attained with other means than policy X?

2. *Is the policy correct from the perspective of the relevant moral norms?*
   
   a. Is policy X indeed consistent with the moral norms N?
   
   b. Are the moral norms N accepted (within the relevant society)?

When the protagonist has given a satisfactory answer to these questions, the burden of proof shifts to the other party, etc.

Of course the framework for policy discussions in ethical matters must be supplemented and implemented further for concrete discussions. The pragma-dialectical framework only offers the basic structure for the analysis and evaluation. For the analysis and preparation of a discussion it clarifies which issues are relevant on the main and subordinate levels of the argumentation and belong to the burden of proof of a party who proposes a particular policy. It clarifies the critical questions that are relevant in relation to these arguments and that must be answered in a satisfactory way. For the evaluation it
specifies when a party has met his initial burden of proof and to which critical questions he must react in a satisfactory way in order to meet his burden of proof.

The procedural aspects of the framework can be implemented further on the basis of the views developed in the debate literature on policy discussions (Lichtman and Rohrer 1979, 1980, Pfau et al. 1987, Patterson and Zarefsky 1983, Zarefsky 1982) specifying the further issues that may rise in a policy discussion and the way in which such discussions must be conducted from a procedural perspective. The material aspects of the framework must be implemented further on the basis of the relevant ethical issues.

4. CONCLUSION

I hope I have succeeded in meeting my burden of proof with my proposal that it is possible to teach policy discussions on ethical matters to students by providing a starting point in the form of a conceptual tool that enables the students to make the necessary distinctions from the perspective of a critical discussion.
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